**Worksheet 4.5 Instructional Strategies**

See Module 4: How Do You Design a Curriculum? Part 5: Instructional Strategies

Choose one or more of your curriculum units from Worksheet 4.4 Content, and decide what instructional strategies you will use. Be comprehensive. Choose at least one strategy for each of the six purposes:

- Motivate - examples of how, when, where, why
- Orient - objectives, overview, agenda, review
- Explain - read, discuss, listen, interview, observe, present checklist
- Demonstrate - state steps of mental skill, perform a physical skill
- Provide practice - students think aloud during mental skill, perform physical skill
- Provide feedback - ReCaP: Reflect, Correct, Perfect

1. State the unit:

2. Choose at least one strategy for each instructional purpose:
   a. Motivate
   b. Orient
   c. Explain
   d. Demonstrate
   e. Provide practice
   f. Provide feedback

Duplicate this worksheet for the remaining units in your curriculum.